Authors’ Stories

Joanne Justis and William Mykian joined forces to co-author *Numbers–The Powerful Bridge Beyond* to set the history records straight and to share the correct system of numbers with the world. Since timing is everything in life, their journey together was perfectly orchestrated to come together now to publish their book under the veil of divine timing. Included in their stories is the history of how this all came about.

Special Tribute and Acknowledgement to Betty Gibson

A special tribute to Betty Gibson for her contribution and work that led to the advancement of the science of Chaldean Numerology.

Timeline of Historical Events

A timeline is presented of historical dates showing history from pre-modern civilization to 2006 detailing when the Chaldean culture was in existence, tracing back through time this age-old science based on historical facts to the present day.

Chapter 1: Introductory Summary

This chapter introduces *Numbers–The Powerful Bridge Beyond: Chaldean Numerology for the New Millennium* as the most definitive work on the history of Numerology, and on Chaldean Numerology as the only correct system of numbers. It addresses the Chaldean sciences as the basis of all Western sciences. It provides you with an overview of the initial basis of Numerology and briefly introduces the three formal versions of Numerology that predominate today. It also discusses how Numerology chart interpretations can be viewed as an “owner’s” manual that describes the design and blueprint of your life.

Chapter 2: Chaldean Numerology History and Development

The story of the ancient Chaldean nation and its language is presented here, including the beginnings of Numerology as a science, and the original Sacred Alphabets, their connection to “numbers,” and their importance to the interpretation of names. In addition, a brief discussion of the number system of the Hebrew Kabbalah Mystics and Vedic (Indian) Numerology is included. This chapter provides an in-depth account of the development of Chaldean Numerology, the importance of the original Sacred Alphabet and its connection to the Aramaic/Chaldean/Sumerian Alphabet and language, the predecessor of all languages.
Chapter 3: Benefits of Numerology

The benefits that are passed on to people and the importance of Chaldean Numerology is discussed, including, but not limited to, having insight about the patterns of your life’s experiences, clarity in decision making, understanding of potential impacts on one’s life path, and self-acceptance. The information revealed gives you an opportunity to find clear answers and real guidance. Also included are examples of stories from case studies about real people.

Chapter 4: Chaldean Numerology Versus the So-Called Modern Number System

Chapter 4 presents the story of so-called Modern (Western) Numerology and its failure to demonstrate the origin of its existence and to explain its massive inaccuracies when used in determining and interpreting the numbers of people’s names. The story will address the fallacies in its use as a true system of Numerology and reveal the blatantly false portrayal of Pythagoras as the Father of Western Numerology. A comparative overview of issues between the Chaldean Science of Numbers and the so-called Modern system is presented. The demonstrated validity of Chaldean Numerology as the only correct system of numbers is also addressed.

Chapter 5: The Importance of the Name and Birthdate

This chapter discusses the information and potential knowledge revealed by the numbers of your Name and Birthdate. It also discusses what your Name can reveal to you—the meaning of your Soul/Heart’s Desire, Personality, Purpose, and Soul Qualities; what your Birthdate can reveal to you—Destiny, Personal Year patterns, Birthdate Cycles, Challenges, and Pinnacles; and, what your Name and Birthdate together can reveal—your Life Goal. In addition, there is a discussion of the Name you use, e.g., Birthname versus a legal Name (seven to nine years after the change), and the overlay influences that occur when you change your Name.

Chapter 6: Defining the Nine Major Characteristics and Development Areas of the Basic Numerology Master Chart

Chapter 6 provides you with an in-depth discussion of the definition and explanation of each of the nine major characteristics and development areas of the basic chart, in separate sections. A sample of a Basic Numerology Master Chart is also displayed, including “real” calculated numbers for each characteristic and development area. The sections are listed by illustration number followed by the assigned trait.
### Illustration No. | Characteristics and Development Areas
---|---
6.A | Destiny
6.B | Soul/Heart’s Desire
6.C | Personality
6.D | Purpose
6.E | Life Goal
6.F | Birthdate Cycles
6.G | Challenges
6.H | Pinnacles
6.I | Soul Qualities

**Chapter 7: Calculating the Numbers of the Nine Major Characteristics and Development Areas of the Basic Numerology Master Chart**

Chapter 7 provides sections for each characteristic and development area as listed, including a written description of a step-by-step process for calculating each of the characteristic and development numbers, as well as illustrations and/or examples of the real-time calculations.

| Illustration No. | Characteristics and Development Areas | Finding the Assigned Number |
---|---|---
7.A | Destiny | Numbers of the Birthdate |
7.B | Soul/Heart’s Desire | Numbers of the Vowels |
7.C | Personality | Numbers of the Consonants |
7.D | Purpose | Numbers of the Full Name |
7.E | Life Goal | Numbers of the Birthdate Plus Full Name |
7.F | Birthdate Cycles | Numbers of the Month, Day, Year of Birth |
7.G | Challenges | Numbers of the Challenges |
7.H | Pinnacles | Numbers of the Pinnacles |
Chapter 8: The Language of Root Numbers and Special Compound Numbers

In the sections of Chapter 8, we provide you with what is called the “interpretive language” of numbers, the in-depth meaning and description of both the “root” (single-digit) numbers and special (high importance) double-digit compound numbers for each characteristic. The language of numbers is the basis for and is essential to interpreting and understanding the vibrational patterns of your numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Illustration No.</th>
<th>Characteristics and Development Areas</th>
<th>Finding the Assigned Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.A</td>
<td>Destiny</td>
<td>Numbers of the Birthdate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.B</td>
<td>Soul/Heart’s Desire</td>
<td>Numbers of the Vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.C</td>
<td>Personality</td>
<td>Numbers of the Consonants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.D</td>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>Numbers of the Full Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.E</td>
<td>Life Goal</td>
<td>Numbers of the Birthdate Plus Full Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.F</td>
<td>Birthdate Cycles</td>
<td>Numbers of the Month, Day, Year of Birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.G</td>
<td>Challenges</td>
<td>Numbers of the Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.H</td>
<td>Pinnacles</td>
<td>Numbers of the Pinnacles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.I</td>
<td>Soul Qualities</td>
<td>Numbers of the Letters of the Full Name</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chapter 9: General Description of Compound Numbers

In addition to listing the meanings of the Compound Numbers 10 through 54, Chapter 9 addresses the interacting influences of the single-digit numbers within the compound number. It also contains a discussion of the nature and sense of the positive and negative vibrations of selected numbers as a means for understanding such patterns. And an introductory analysis is included to help understand the how and why of the various vibrational interactions (the affect of the single-digit numbers on each other) within the overall environment of the compound numbers.
Chapter 10: Beyond Numerology

Chapter 10 introduces the Essence Numerology Master Chart; a major, newly discovered enhancement both in superior technique and understanding that not only takes Numerology far beyond anything available today, but goes beyond Numerology, through a process of self-healing and self-acceptance. This chapter provides you with the meaning of all the elements of the Essence chart, which is the integration of the Essence number and Personal and Universal Year numbers. An Essence Numerology Master Chart graphic is provided with an accompanying explanation of the interpretive process by providing a sample static reading.

Chapter 11: Naming For Business Ventures, Companies, Products, Pets, Pedigrees, and Babies

Chapter 11 discusses the nature of researching names and selecting those names that represent the vibrational patterns that describe an entity’s design and blueprint—the potential experiences to be drawn into that entity’s life, whether it is the Name of a baby, a person, a business venture, or a pet. This chapter discusses “Chord” Numerology charts which reveal only the “core” characteristics of the Name, since this information will be determined before a baby is born or a business is started. The Chord chart provides you with the vibrational patterns of three unique “core” characteristics—the Soul/Heart’s Desire, Personality, and Purpose. Examples of selected names will be calculated and explained. In addition, case studies are included for pre-selected baby names, a business venture, and a pedigree thoroughbred horse.

Chapter 12: The Numbers of Addresses, Street Names, and Apartment Numbers

Chapter 12 investigates the nature of the meaning of address numbers and street names to determine what the vibrational patterns will be like within your home (house and/or apartment) and in the neighborhood in which you live. Calculation examples of street addresses and names and apartment numbers are included, as well as street address and apartment number case studies.

Chapter 13: The Numbers of the Personal Years

The influence of the Personal Years, which are calculated from your Birthdate, is addressed in Chapter 13. This information is revealed by the interpretation of the Personal Year numbers. You can be informed about the years to come or, if you are interested, you can understand the patterns of past years. You can learn about things that are happening “now” or soon to be happening. You can find what specific experiences are unfolding, what may be in store for you, based on the vibrational patterns of your Personal Years.
Chapter 14: The Numbers of the Personal Months

Chapter 14 addresses the influence of the Personal Months, which are calculated using the number of your Personal Years. You get specific information about the months coming up, potential experiences, influences, conditions, and situations which may present themselves depending upon the vibrational patterns that form the personal and unique numbers of your Personal Months. You can learn how to take advantage of the best that the month has to offer, prepare for the events of the month, and maximize the use of your resources.

Chapter 15: The Numbers of the Personal Days and Hours

Chapter 15 gives you access to information never before addressed at this level of detail—learn how to calculate the numbers and patterns of the Personal Days and Hours and reveal their influence and impact on the events and situations that you experience on a day-to-day basis. You will find that the vibrations and patterns of each day and hour are not the same. You will find that each day presents you with new and different actions, influences, and conditions that were not present around you yesterday. You will learn how to get invaluable detailed information that tells you about the energies and patterns that surround a particular day’s or hour’s influences.

Chapter 16: Universal Numbers Defined

Chapter 16 discusses the meaning of the “Universal” numbers and how they impact your life. It will also discuss Universal Years (calendar years), Universal Months (calendar months), Universal Days (calendar days), and Universal Hours (clock hours), and the use of a 24-hour day in finding the numbers of your Personal Hours. Included are tables for the year, month, day, and “clock” hour numbers.

Chapter 17: Celebrity Numerology Charts

Chapter 17 is dedicated to showing you “mini-charts” for each of the Celebrities listed. Five of the major Numerology characteristics are calculated using either the “birth” or “stage” name for each celebrity, with brief descriptions of the vibrational patterns revealed by their numbers showing through a blueprint (chart) how each celebrity is designed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Celebrity</th>
<th>Name Used to Calculate Mini-Charts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walt Disney</td>
<td>Stage Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Gates</td>
<td>Birthname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Jobs</td>
<td>Birthname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Letterman</td>
<td>Birthname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley MacLaine</td>
<td>Stage Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn Monroe</td>
<td>Stage Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Powell</td>
<td>Birthname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald Reagan</td>
<td>Birthname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Redford</td>
<td>Birthname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Spielberg</td>
<td>Birthname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oprah Winfrey</td>
<td>Birthname</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix A: More on Chaldean Alphabet Sound-Syllables
Appendix B: “Y” is Always a Vowel and “W” is Always a Consonant
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